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Europa Editions. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Swell, Ioanna Karystiani, The
moment of reckoning has come for Captain Mitsos AvgustA--s. After twelve years at sea it is time to
go home to the Island on which he was born: home to his wife Flora, his two daughters, his son, a
granddaughter he has never met, and Litsa, his lover from all those years ago; a modern-day
Penelope awaiting the return of her Ulysses. It will take all AvgustA--s's courage and strength to face
the squalls and storms on land after a lifetime at sea-and all the while, he must resist the ocean's
siren song bidding him return, tempting him back to the cargo vessel, the Athos III, that he so
reluctantly left. It is there that his demons lurk, there that his terrible secrets are buried, there that
his true home lies. Statuesque like Poseidon, gruff yet tender, a true legend of the seven seas,
AvgustA--s will learn that no matter how many or how varied one's experiences of life have been,
there is always something new to learn. And the price of learning certain lessons so late in life can
be terribly steep. He will seek comfort in...
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This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida  Her m a n-- Ida  Her m a n

An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Fa r r ell-- Libbie Fa r r ell
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